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Design a Sofa in 3D Studio Max
 

in this 3D Studio Max Tutorial I want to show how to modeling
a sofa in very easy steps. then I will show you how to prepare
you scene and create your material for having a realistic shot
on your sofa.

 

Final Result Preview

 

 
 
 

Part 1: Modeling

 

Step 1:

 

Create a Box in Left view same as below picture. Change its name to R_H_Sofa which is short form of right hand sofa.
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Create a dramatic action scene poster

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will use different
stock images, transform tools, adjusting color
layer style and brushes to create a dramatic
action scene.

Create a web layout with ruby red buttons

By Niharika Singhal

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I will show you how
to create a web layout using simple marquee
and shape tools. This web layout can be use
for company website, portfolio, hosting
website, SEO service provider etc.

Create a cute little deer in Photoshop

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we are going to
make a Cutie Little Deer. We will be using
some basic tools such as pen, dodge, and burn
tools in the process of making this tutorial.
Hopefully you will like it!

Design a movie camera icon in Photoshop
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Step 2:

 

Right click on the Box and choose Convert to Editable Poly.

 
 

Step 3:

 

Select Edge from Editable Poly sub-objects. Now Select all segments around box same as below picture.

 
 

Step 4:

 

On the Editable Poly parameters hit Chamfer Settings button. Chamfer Edges dialog will be open. Change its
parameters same as below picture.

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I'm going to create
a Movie Camera with Stand. You can learn
some commands and techniques in this
tutorial. We will be working on Layer Styles in
this tutorial, hope it will polish your Graphic
Design Skills. So lets start.

3D colorful text wallpaper

By Adrien de Broglio

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Hey Guys, here's a new Photoshop Tutorial
and Illustrator Tutorial on rnel.net, I'm going
to teach you how to create a 3D text
wallpaper with vibrant colours using the 3d
filter in Illustrator then some nice filters and
textures in Photoshop.

Create a beautiful night city manipulation

By Nisha Gandhi

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Today we will make a beautiful night city
manipulation. We will use some blending
techniques in this Photoshop Tutorial. This is
a tutorial for beginners.

Create a nature inspired, out of bound
photo effect in Photoshop

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will create a
nature inspired, out of bond photo effect. With
this one we will use photoshop tools such as
transforming, manipulation, retouching,
changing color, layer style and brushes.

How to get total delicious bookmarks

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Gathering all interesting and important links
from our everyday internet surfing seems to
be a great idea. But saving it  all on a notepad
or on a document file or memorizing it  is not
the best solution at hand. This is where
bookmarking is essential. We can always
check back all informations we've discovered
from the links we've previously saved on our
bookmarks conveniently anytime we want.

One of leader in Social Bookmarking services
available in the entire internet today is
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We need to add more segments to border of our object to keep shape after smoothing. Here I preferred to add more
edges with Chamfer tool.

 

Now if you apply TurboSmooth modifier to the box result will be same as this picture.

 
 

Step 5:

 

But we need sharper edges at all corners. So select one edge of each corner and then hit Loop button. Now all corner
edges are selected. Again use the Chamfer tool with same settings to add extra edges.

Delicious Social Bookmarking. What's even
more good about it  is that you can save all
your bookmarks online, share them with other
people, and see what other people are
bookmarking. I know you are just as excited
to know how many people bookmarked your
website, it  somehow reflects the number of
people who considers your website insightful
and worth reading back again! You'll  find that
out in this Tutorial.

How to get total feed burner RSS
subscribers

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Websites uses "RSS", "XML", and "Atom" to
distribute their contents using browsers. This
simple php tutorial will show you how to get
the total number of subscribers of a given
user, assuming that specific user has opted to
show their information via Awareness API of
their FeedBurner Account.

How to get total twitter followers

By Rnel

Under Twitter Tutorials

 

Twitter is one of the biggest social media
website in the Internet today with more than
200 million users and around 400 thousand
new accounts created every day. Link - How
Many Users Does Twitter Have TODAY. With
this massive amount of people anyone could
think on how to take this as a great
opportunity to increase their social network
connections and somehow use it for any sort
of promotional strategies for a specific brand
to market a product in the internet. With that
in mind, it  is important to have an idea on
how big is your target market on twitter even
without visiting the website. Some people post
their total twitter followers on their website
while others use it  for reference on their
marketing reports.

There are a lot of free twitter follower counter
services in the internet and I will show you
how to do it  on your own. You will have full
control on how you want to display it  on your
website or you can start your own free twitter
follower counter service.

I will still be using tmhOAuth PHP library just
like on the other Twitter Application How to
tweet from your website that were created
few months ago.

All related files are available at the end of this
twitter tutorial.
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Step 6:

 

Apply FFD 3x3x3 to the box object

 
 

Step 7:

 

In Modifier stack, expand FFD 3x3x3 and choose Control Points.

 
 

Step 8:

 

Select the point on the center of box and move it out to have a puffy shape.

 
 

Step 9:
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next page

 
The source file/s of this 3D Studio Max Tutorial - Design
a Sofa in 3D Studio Max is available for Free download at
the end of the tutorial.

 

Now that you don't need FFD modifier, right click on FFD 3x3x3 in Modifier stack and choose "Collapse To". Hit "Yes"
button from warning window that will appear.

 
 

Step 10:

 

Similar to the below picture, select faces of both sides.

 
 

 
 
 

Free File Download
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previous page next page

Design a Sofa in 3D Studio Max

 
 

Step 11:

 

While faces are selected, apply Push Modifier. Change its value to "0.5"

 
 

Step 12:

 

Right click on Push in Modifier stack and choose "Collapse To". Hit "Yes" button from warning window that will appear.

 
 

Step 13:

 

Select the middle edges around of the box. Use Loop tool to do it easily and fast.
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living in Ningbo, China with a
certificate in 3D animation
computer from Cavendish college of

London in 2000. This 10 years 3D Studio Max
expert has authored 7 Books about 3DSMax
Software in Persian language, an Adobe
Photoshop book in Persian language and some
Mini Books about 3DS Max, Maya, Corel Draw,
Poser and Adobe Photoshop.
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In this Photoshop Tutorial we will use different
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Create a web layout with ruby red buttons

By Niharika Singhal

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I will show you how
to create a web layout using simple marquee
and shape tools. This web layout can be use
for company website, portfolio, hosting
website, SEO service provider etc.

Create a cute little deer in Photoshop

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we are going to
make a Cutie Little Deer. We will be using
some basic tools such as pen, dodge, and burn
tools in the process of making this tutorial.
Hopefully you will like it!
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Step 14:

 

On the Editable Poly parameters click on the "Create Shape From Selection" button. On the Create Shape dialog make
sure that "Linear" is selected and hit Ok.

 

Now you have a Box object and a line shape which created from your selected edges.

 
 

Step 15:

 

Select Shape01 and in its parameters check "Enable in Viewport" and "Enable in Renderer". Now the shape has its
radius. You can increase or decrease its radius from Thickness field. I left it with default value.

 
 

Step 16:

 

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I'm going to create
a Movie Camera with Stand. You can learn
some commands and techniques in this
tutorial. We will be working on Layer Styles in
this tutorial, hope it will polish your Graphic
Design Skills. So lets start.

3D colorful text wallpaper

By Adrien de Broglio

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Hey Guys, here's a new Photoshop Tutorial
and Illustrator Tutorial on rnel.net, I'm going
to teach you how to create a 3D text
wallpaper with vibrant colours using the 3d
filter in Illustrator then some nice filters and
textures in Photoshop.

Create a beautiful night city manipulation

By Nisha Gandhi

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Today we will make a beautiful night city
manipulation. We will use some blending
techniques in this Photoshop Tutorial. This is
a tutorial for beginners.

Create a nature inspired, out of bound
photo effect in Photoshop

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will create a
nature inspired, out of bond photo effect. With
this one we will use photoshop tools such as
transforming, manipulation, retouching,
changing color, layer style and brushes.
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Apply TurboSmooth to both shape and box.

 
 

Step 17:

 

Select the box object and apply Noise Modifier to it. Change the Noise parameters same as below picture. You can also
try different values for Noise.

 
 

Step 18:

 

Now we need to group shape and box. Select both and choose Group from Group menu. Group dialog will be open.
Type a name for this group and hit Ok.

 
 

Step 19:

 

Now that we already made one pad of sofa, need to copy it to create something same below picture. All pads are
same just direction and size is little different. in the below picture I have change color of each one just for your
reference. later we will apply same material to all.

Gathering all interesting and important links
from our everyday internet surfing seems to
be a great idea. But saving it  all on a notepad
or on a document file or memorizing it  is not
the best solution at hand. This is where
bookmarking is essential. We can always
check back all informations we've discovered
from the links we've previously saved on our
bookmarks conveniently anytime we want.

One of leader in Social Bookmarking services
available in the entire internet today is
Delicious Social Bookmarking. What's even
more good about it  is that you can save all
your bookmarks online, share them with other
people, and see what other people are
bookmarking. I know you are just as excited
to know how many people bookmarked your
website, it  somehow reflects the number of
people who considers your website insightful
and worth reading back again! You'll  find that
out in this Tutorial.

How to get total feed burner RSS
subscribers

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Websites uses "RSS", "XML", and "Atom" to
distribute their contents using browsers. This
simple php tutorial will show you how to get
the total number of subscribers of a given
user, assuming that specific user has opted to
show their information via Awareness API of
their FeedBurner Account.

How to get total twitter followers

By Rnel

Under Twitter Tutorials

 

Twitter is one of the biggest social media
website in the Internet today with more than
200 million users and around 400 thousand
new accounts created every day. Link - How
Many Users Does Twitter Have TODAY. With
this massive amount of people anyone could
think on how to take this as a great
opportunity to increase their social network
connections and somehow use it for any sort
of promotional strategies for a specific brand
to market a product in the internet. With that
in mind, it  is important to have an idea on
how big is your target market on twitter even
without visiting the website. Some people post
their total twitter followers on their website
while others use it  for reference on their
marketing reports.

There are a lot of free twitter follower counter
services in the internet and I will show you
how to do it  on your own. You will have full
control on how you want to display it  on your
website or you can start your own free twitter
follower counter service.

I will still be using tmhOAuth PHP library just
like on the other Twitter Application How to
tweet from your website that were created
few months ago.

All related files are available at the end of this
twitter tutorial.
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The source file/s of this 3D Studio Max Tutorial - Design
a Sofa in 3D Studio Max is available for Free download at
the end of the tutorial.

 
 

Step 20:

 

Continue modeling with creating a bar around sofa. Create a Rectangle shape in Top view. The size is not very
important as we can change it later.
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Step 21:

 

Right click on the Rectangle shape and choose Convert to Editable Spline.

 
 

Step 22:

 

Now select the right vertical segment from top view and Delete it.

 
 

Step 23:

 

Select the bottom segment and in Editable Spline parameters, click on Divide button. Make sure its value is set to 1.
Now the selected segment will be divided to 2 equal segments.

 
 

Step 24:

 

From Editable Spline sub-objects, select Vertex mode. Then press Ctrl+A to select all vertices. Now right click on
rectangle and choose Corner from the popup menu. We do not need any smooth corner for now.
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Step 25:

 

Now same as below picture move the vertices to create similar shape.

 
 

Step 26:

 

In the Editable Spline parameters, in renderer rollout, check both "Enable in Viewport" and "Enable in Renderer".
Change its Thickness to 3.

 
 

Step 27:

 

We need to fillet the corners of rectangle shape. So select each vertex at corner of shape and use Fillet tools in
Editable Spline parameters to smooth it. Look at the below picture and also see how I match rectangle shape with
sofa.

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I'm going to create
a Movie Camera with Stand. You can learn
some commands and techniques in this
tutorial. We will be working on Layer Styles in
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to teach you how to create a 3D text
wallpaper with vibrant colours using the 3d
filter in Illustrator then some nice filters and
textures in Photoshop.

Create a beautiful night city manipulation

By Nisha Gandhi

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Today we will make a beautiful night city
manipulation. We will use some blending
techniques in this Photoshop Tutorial. This is
a tutorial for beginners.

Create a nature inspired, out of bound
photo effect in Photoshop

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will create a
nature inspired, out of bond photo effect. With
this one we will use photoshop tools such as
transforming, manipulation, retouching,
changing color, layer style and brushes.

How to get total delicious bookmarks

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Gathering all interesting and important links
from our everyday internet surfing seems to
be a great idea. But saving it  all on a notepad
or on a document file or memorizing it  is not
the best solution at hand. This is where
bookmarking is essential. We can always
check back all informations we've discovered
from the links we've previously saved on our
bookmarks conveniently anytime we want.

One of leader in Social Bookmarking services
available in the entire internet today is
Delicious Social Bookmarking. What's even
more good about it  is that you can save all
your bookmarks online, share them with other
people, and see what other people are
bookmarking. I know you are just as excited
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The source file/s of this 3D Studio Max Tutorial - Design
a Sofa in 3D Studio Max is available for Free download at
the end of the tutorial.

 
 

Step 28:

 

Right click on the Rectangle shape and this time choose Convert to Editable Poly.

 
 

Step 29:

 

Now select the faces at bottom of bar and bevel them.

 
 

Step 30:

 

Well now you can mirror this bar to complete it for both side of sofa. Add more bars to complete your design.
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to know how many people bookmarked your
website, it  somehow reflects the number of
people who considers your website insightful
and worth reading back again! You'll  find that
out in this Tutorial.
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Under Php Tutorials

 

Websites uses "RSS", "XML", and "Atom" to
distribute their contents using browsers. This
simple php tutorial will show you how to get
the total number of subscribers of a given
user, assuming that specific user has opted to
show their information via Awareness API of
their FeedBurner Account.

How to get total twitter followers

By Rnel
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Twitter is one of the biggest social media
website in the Internet today with more than
200 million users and around 400 thousand
new accounts created every day. Link - How
Many Users Does Twitter Have TODAY. With
this massive amount of people anyone could
think on how to take this as a great
opportunity to increase their social network
connections and somehow use it for any sort
of promotional strategies for a specific brand
to market a product in the internet. With that
in mind, it  is important to have an idea on
how big is your target market on twitter even
without visiting the website. Some people post
their total twitter followers on their website
while others use it  for reference on their
marketing reports.

There are a lot of free twitter follower counter
services in the internet and I will show you
how to do it  on your own. You will have full
control on how you want to display it  on your
website or you can start your own free twitter
follower counter service.

I will still be using tmhOAuth PHP library just
like on the other Twitter Application How to
tweet from your website that were created
few months ago.

All related files are available at the end of this
twitter tutorial.
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Part 2: Scene and lighting

 

Step 31:

 

Create a C line around sofa same as below picture. Then in its settings check "Enable in Renderer" and check "Enable
in Viewport". Active Rectangular mode and increase Length value. We will use this object as scene background

 
 

Step 32:

 

Open Render Setting dialog. In Assign Renderer rollout click on Production button and choose Vray from list.
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Step 33:

 

For lighting this scene I want use VRay light. Same as below picture, create three Vray lights and set them in right
place.

 
 

Step 34:

 

Here you can see the setting of each VRay light:

 
 

Step 35:

 

Create three planes and set them behind the lights same as picture below. These planes will help to control lighting of
the scene.

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I'm going to create
a Movie Camera with Stand. You can learn
some commands and techniques in this
tutorial. We will be working on Layer Styles in
this tutorial, hope it will polish your Graphic
Design Skills. So lets start.

3D colorful text wallpaper

By Adrien de Broglio

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Hey Guys, here's a new Photoshop Tutorial
and Illustrator Tutorial on rnel.net, I'm going
to teach you how to create a 3D text
wallpaper with vibrant colours using the 3d
filter in Illustrator then some nice filters and
textures in Photoshop.

Create a beautiful night city manipulation

By Nisha Gandhi

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Today we will make a beautiful night city
manipulation. We will use some blending
techniques in this Photoshop Tutorial. This is
a tutorial for beginners.

Create a nature inspired, out of bound
photo effect in Photoshop

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will create a
nature inspired, out of bond photo effect. With
this one we will use photoshop tools such as
transforming, manipulation, retouching,
changing color, layer style and brushes.

How to get total delicious bookmarks

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Gathering all interesting and important links
from our everyday internet surfing seems to
be a great idea. But saving it  all on a notepad
or on a document file or memorizing it  is not
the best solution at hand. This is where
bookmarking is essential. We can always
check back all informations we've discovered
from the links we've previously saved on our
bookmarks conveniently anytime we want.

One of leader in Social Bookmarking services
available in the entire internet today is
Delicious Social Bookmarking. What's even
more good about it  is that you can save all
your bookmarks online, share them with other
people, and see what other people are
bookmarking. I know you are just as excited
to know how many people bookmarked your
website, it  somehow reflects the number of
people who considers your website insightful
and worth reading back again! You'll  find that
out in this Tutorial.
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Part 3: Creating the Materials

We need to create materials for leather part and metal part of sofa, for background of scene and for lighting planes. In
this part we are going to do that.

 

Step 36:

 

Open Material Editor. The first slot is selected. Click on Get Material button and double click on VRayMtl in
Material/Map browser. Change the name of this material to BG_color. Then change its diffuse color to light gray.

Apply this material to background object (C shape).

 
 

Step 37:

 

Select another empty slot in Material Editor. Click on Get Material button and double click on VRayLightMtl in
Material/Map browser. Change its name to Light_Plane.

 
 

Step 38:

 

In the VRayLightMtl parameters, click on Color button and choose Gradient map from Material/Map browser. You do
not need change anything in here. In the VRayLightMtl parameters make sure "Emit light on back side" is checked.

Now apply this material to the planes we created behind lights.

How to get total feed burner RSS
subscribers

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Websites uses "RSS", "XML", and "Atom" to
distribute their contents using browsers. This
simple php tutorial will show you how to get
the total number of subscribers of a given
user, assuming that specific user has opted to
show their information via Awareness API of
their FeedBurner Account.

How to get total twitter followers

By Rnel

Under Twitter Tutorials

 

Twitter is one of the biggest social media
website in the Internet today with more than
200 million users and around 400 thousand
new accounts created every day. Link - How
Many Users Does Twitter Have TODAY. With
this massive amount of people anyone could
think on how to take this as a great
opportunity to increase their social network
connections and somehow use it for any sort
of promotional strategies for a specific brand
to market a product in the internet. With that
in mind, it  is important to have an idea on
how big is your target market on twitter even
without visiting the website. Some people post
their total twitter followers on their website
while others use it  for reference on their
marketing reports.

There are a lot of free twitter follower counter
services in the internet and I will show you
how to do it  on your own. You will have full
control on how you want to display it  on your
website or you can start your own free twitter
follower counter service.

I will still be using tmhOAuth PHP library just
like on the other Twitter Application How to
tweet from your website that were created
few months ago.

All related files are available at the end of this
twitter tutorial.
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Step 39:

 

Make a new VRayMtl in empty slot. Change its name to Chrome. We will apply this to metal part of sofa object.

 
 

Step 40:

 

The last material is leather for sofa. Again make a new VRayMtl in empty slot and change its name to Leather.

I have used a grayscale picture for its Bump map. you can find it with this tutorial.
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The source file/s of this 3D Studio Max Tutorial - Design
a Sofa in 3D Studio Max is available for Free download at
the end of the tutorial.
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Design a Sofa in 3D Studio Max

 
 
 

Part 4: VRay Rendering Settings

 

Step 41:

 

Open Render Setting dialog. Under V-Ray tab and on V-Ray Global Switches rollout turn off Default Lights option. It is
the first thing in your render setting that almost in all scenes you need to do.

 
 

Step 42:

 

Choose Adaptive DMC as Image sampler and leave its setting as default. For Antialiasing filter as far as we just want
to render as pictures (not animation) you can choose Catmull-Rom.

 
 

Step 43:

 

Choose Exponential for Color mapping and change its values same as below picture.
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Step 44:

 

Next, on V-Ray Indirect illumination (GI) rollout turn on GI. Choose Irradiance map as primary engine and set
secondary GI engine to Light cache.

Change Irradiance map and Light cache parameters same as below picture.

Everything is ready. You can push Render button to see result.

 
 

Final Result:

 

 

By Wijdan Rohail

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial I'm going to create
a Movie Camera with Stand. You can learn
some commands and techniques in this
tutorial. We will be working on Layer Styles in
this tutorial, hope it will polish your Graphic
Design Skills. So lets start.

3D colorful text wallpaper

By Adrien de Broglio

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Hey Guys, here's a new Photoshop Tutorial
and Illustrator Tutorial on rnel.net, I'm going
to teach you how to create a 3D text
wallpaper with vibrant colours using the 3d
filter in Illustrator then some nice filters and
textures in Photoshop.

Create a beautiful night city manipulation

By Nisha Gandhi

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

Today we will make a beautiful night city
manipulation. We will use some blending
techniques in this Photoshop Tutorial. This is
a tutorial for beginners.

Create a nature inspired, out of bound
photo effect in Photoshop

By Jenny Le

Under Photoshop Tutorials

 

In this Photoshop Tutorial we will create a
nature inspired, out of bond photo effect. With
this one we will use photoshop tools such as
transforming, manipulation, retouching,
changing color, layer style and brushes.

How to get total delicious bookmarks

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Gathering all interesting and important links
from our everyday internet surfing seems to
be a great idea. But saving it  all on a notepad
or on a document file or memorizing it  is not
the best solution at hand. This is where
bookmarking is essential. We can always
check back all informations we've discovered
from the links we've previously saved on our
bookmarks conveniently anytime we want.

One of leader in Social Bookmarking services
available in the entire internet today is
Delicious Social Bookmarking. What's even
more good about it  is that you can save all
your bookmarks online, share them with other
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Great tut.

Very Nice Tutrial, Very clear insructions and a nice piece of work t the end. Covers all of the bases. Thanks
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people, and see what other people are
bookmarking. I know you are just as excited
to know how many people bookmarked your
website, it  somehow reflects the number of
people who considers your website insightful
and worth reading back again! You'll  find that
out in this Tutorial.

How to get total feed burner RSS
subscribers

By Rnel

Under Php Tutorials

 

Websites uses "RSS", "XML", and "Atom" to
distribute their contents using browsers. This
simple php tutorial will show you how to get
the total number of subscribers of a given
user, assuming that specific user has opted to
show their information via Awareness API of
their FeedBurner Account.

How to get total twitter followers

By Rnel

Under Twitter Tutorials

 

Twitter is one of the biggest social media
website in the Internet today with more than
200 million users and around 400 thousand
new accounts created every day. Link - How
Many Users Does Twitter Have TODAY. With
this massive amount of people anyone could
think on how to take this as a great
opportunity to increase their social network
connections and somehow use it for any sort
of promotional strategies for a specific brand
to market a product in the internet. With that
in mind, it  is important to have an idea on
how big is your target market on twitter even
without visiting the website. Some people post
their total twitter followers on their website
while others use it  for reference on their
marketing reports.

There are a lot of free twitter follower counter
services in the internet and I will show you
how to do it  on your own. You will have full
control on how you want to display it  on your
website or you can start your own free twitter
follower counter service.

I will still be using tmhOAuth PHP library just
like on the other Twitter Application How to
tweet from your website that were created
few months ago.

All related files are available at the end of this
twitter tutorial.
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